
 

Year Group  6 Term  Spring 1 Subject  P.E. Outdoor 
Topic & 
Learning 
Focus  

Invasion Games -2  
Attacking and defending  

 
 

Prior 
Learning and 
other 
Curriculum 
Links 

Year 4 
- I can alternately throw and catch 2 tennis balls 
against a wall.  
- I can throw 2 tennis balls against a wall and catch 
them with the opposite hand (cross-over).  
- I can throw 2 tennis balls against a wall in a 
circuit, in both directions.  
- I can understand simple tactics of attacking and 
defending 
Year 5  
- Pass, receive and shoot the ball with some control 
under pressure   
- To understand how  to make space by 
moving away  and coming back  
- Understand different ways of attacking and 
encourage them to use positions for their team 
carefully.    
- Understand how they support other players in 
attack and defence.   

Target 
Tracker 
statements 
(Skills) 

- Select the appropriate action for the situation.    
- Select and apply different movement skills to lose a 
defender.    
- Use marking, and/or interception to improve 
defending.   
- Learn the rules of Handball  
- Be able to successfully pass and receive a handball  
- To be able to shoot effectively to hit a target  
- To be able to block or intercept a pass  
 
 

Fundamentals 
For Invasion 
Games  

Understand the different positions in Netball and 
pass, receive and shoot in different situations.  
Be able to use movement to lose defenders. 

Fundamentals 
for Real 
Gymnastics 

Use a wide range of hand apparatus to perform different 
techniques, be able to do a series of different flight and 
rotation performance using low apparatus and start to 
perform a routine with partners.  
Able to evaluate their own sequence and improve upon it and 
that of others. 
 



 

Our  
Curriculum 
Journey  
 

Invasion Games Journey: In this unit, the children will be exploring and developing different throwing techniques 
recapping on chest passes, overhead throw and bounce pass. They will be taking on the role of attackers and defenders 
and know the importance of marking. They will have opportunities to practise throwing the ball with force to a target. 

Key 
Vocabulary 
(revisited) 

 
Action and reaction 
Pattern 
High 
Low 
Over arm throw 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Key 
Vocabulary 
(new) 

Keeping score, keeping possession  
Making space 
Pass/send/receive 
Travel with a ball 
Tactics 
Dribble 
Competition 
Attacking and defending  
  


